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1. Introduction
The Emergency Municipal Services Rehabilitation Project (EMSRP) would mitigate the
deterioration of basic municipal services due to the support of local government efforts for
sustaining essential municipal services, and provide temporary labor-intensive employment
opportunities to diminish the growth in poverty in urban population centers due to risiig
unemployment as a result of the ongoing crisis and closures of the Palestinian territories, i.e.
West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Potential negative impacts that are localized and limited in nature will be avoided by
providing instructions in the contract document which specifically address environimlental
issues in a manner acceptable to the Bank, as well as following Good Management Practices
during construction and service delivery given the above justification, this project is
categorized as a "B" project in accordance with the World Bank Operational Policy 4.01
(January 1998) and requires the preparation and implementation of an Environmental
Management Plan (EMP). The ministry of Local Government commissioned the Engineering
and Management Consulting Center (EMCC) to prepare the Environmental Management Plan
(EMP) for the (EMSRP) to satisfy the World Bank Operational Policy 4.01 (January 1998).

The key implementing agencies involved in the project are the Local Government Units
(LGUs) with over all monitoring and funds management by the project steering committee
chaired by MOLG with membership of Ministry of Finance (MOF) and Ministry of Planning
and Interinational Cooperation (MOPIC).

2. EMSRP Background
The project will mainly support in activities that support rehabilitation and improvements of
existing infrastructure and service delivery and provide improved and systematic operational
and maintenance systems.

2.1 EMSRP Objectives:
The main objectives of the proposed project are:

* Mitigating further deterioration in the quality and coverage of municipal services,
particularly solid waste collection, electricity, water and sanitation services,

* Generating temporary employment opportunities for unemployed workers who have
lost jobs inside Israel or due to the economic contraction in WBG, and

* Introducing a mechanism - a municipal fund to link central and local government
budgetary planning process to strengthen Palestinian emergency response capacity,
enhance mobilization of donor assistance, and improve the efficiency and equity of
resource transfers to local government.

2.2 EMSRP Components:
The project consists of the following components:

1- Emergency Program Assistance
* Local government service expenditures
* Labor intensive employment generation
* Damage repair to facilities and infrastructure

........................................ .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. . .. .. . . . ... . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .
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11- Municipal fund design and management
* Project coordination unit
* Municipal fund management agent contract

111- Technical assistance and capacity building

This proposed emergency project, would contribute to environmental improvements by
sustaining municipal service quality and coverage, including solid waste collection and
management, and wastewater services, among other local community identified priorities
A limited number of small physical labor-intensive works sub-projects are expected to be
financed under the project depending on demand. Given that most of the likely investment
activities would support rehabilitation and improvements to existing infrastructure and
service delivery with a sub-project value that may not exceed US$150,000 and would not
require land acquisition or resettlement.

3. Objectives and Features of the EMP
The main features of the EMP are an audit of randomly selected rehabilitation and
maintenance projects and an assessment of potential impacts and mitigation measures. Based
on the audit and assessment of sample projects of similar nature to the EMSRP projects, an
EMP is prepared highlighting the following elements:

* Site-specific environmental screening review and assessment of key environmental
issues through an environmental audit of similar projects and regular maintenance and
rehabilitation of essential infrastructure.

* Ensure adequate consultation during the assessment process.
* Develop an Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan.

4. Projects Description and Audit Process
The EMP will give general guidance on environmental issues, as well as on site assessments
and designs that will be prepared for the infrastructure to be rehabilitated and improved under
this project. The EMP will also elaborate on potential environmental impacts and recommend
mitigation measures. The need for mitigation measures is likely to be limited. If any, the costs
would be financed out of the allocation provided to local government units through their
emergency program assistance.

4.1 Projects Description
In close coordination with the World Bank project team and MOLG, sample projects of the
Emergency Services and Supporting Program (ESSP) and other projects (ERP-2, CDP-II,
ERSP, and EJCP) were selected to be used for the environmental audit. The selected projects
include inplemented and under construction projects (i.e. during construction and post
construction phases). The list of these projects is shown in Table (1). Brief description full
details of these projects are given in annex (11). The assessed and audited projects were
selected to cover the different maintenance and rehabilitation activities and sectors (roads and
pavement, water supply networks, wastewater services, buildings, electricity, and solid
waste).

Table (1) below summarizes the selected projects for environmental audit.

... ........................................................................................
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Table (1): The Audited Projects (Samples were Implemented Under Previous Projects)
No. Project Name Program LGU
I Developing internal roads at Majaida area CDP 1I Khan Younis

PECDAR and MOLG

2 Installing water pipes & Open interior roads ERSP-PECDAR El Mughragha
phase 1

3. Installation of sewage pipe lines (Abu setta DANIDA-EJCP Al Zawaidah
street) phase I

4. Carrying out of water back and supply ESSP Bait Lahya
pumping

5 Maintenance of Water and Wastewater ESSP Jabalia
Network in Al Quds Street

6 Maintenance of Solid Waste Sector ESSP Bait I-lanoun
7 Reconstruction of Al Bereh - Bear Zeit Street MIDP-I1 Al Berel

Note:
Several projects were impleniented under the ESSP project and include:

* Cleaning of wastewater networks, storm water networks and storm water pools
* Supply of fuel, goods and spare parts for cars
* Construction of water wells
* Payment for some municipalities for electricity bills.

'I'he EMSRI' project is proposed to include these components in addition to; supply the municipalities with solid
waste transportation vehicles and trucks for general municipal maintenance services and similar components of'
ESSP, so the study discussed these issues.

Significant benefits would accrue to the population. Women and children as well as all
community categories would benefit from the proposed (EMSRP) project componlents.
Benefits would include:

* Improvement in the efficiency of water supply service delivery by further reducing
leakage and increasing the capacity of the systems in terms of quality and quantity.

* Support the municipalities to decrease their liabilities of water, electricity and solid
waste collection and disposal, this will be achieved due to the proposed project
components; i.e. payment of municipal services bills owed to suppliers.

* Improvement of sanitation services by rehabilitation of existing deteriorated networks
and receiving more reliable services. The efficiency of wastewater and storm water
networks will be improved due to cleaning activities of pipes, manholes, gutters and
other facilities related to wastewater and storm water.

* Improvement in public health and environmental conditions due to expansion and
rehabilitation of water networks, wastewater collection services and solid waste
collection and transportation services.

* Improvement in roads by maintaining the pavement and removing disturbances to road
users.

* Maintenance of electricity poles and street lighting facilitates the night movement of
peoples and reduce the risks of accidents.

* Opportunities for local private sector participation and development through
consulting, contracting, working and manufacturing inputs throughout the project
period.

* Employment generation to unemployed skilled and unskilled laborers.

Engineering & Management
timt,l Consulting Center 3
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4.2 Audit Process and Methodology
In order to prepare the EMP and achieve its objectives, the consultant carried out the
following activities:

4.2.1 Data Collection
o Collect and review all existing studies conducted on the environmental situation

in West Bank and Gaza - specifically the environmental profiles, the
Environmental Strategy and Action Plan, the EMPs prepared under the World
Bank financed Community Development Projects and the Emergency Services
Support Projects.

Li Reviewing the environmental laws, strategies and actions plan that were adopted
by the Environmental Quality Authority (EQA).

Li lnformation on the environmental attributes of the study area. Infrastructure,
transportation links, and utilities are documented from available reports
produced by PECDAR, MOPIC, PWA, and EQA.

o Along with the background review, the assessment is based on field survey, site
visits, interviews, and discussion with relevant local administrative bodies
(LGUs) to explore current practices in rehabilitation and maintenance activities.
Site visits to the selected project were carried out to document the main features
and impacts of each project on the environmental components. Photos were also
taken to different locations of the projects.

4.2.2 Impact Assessment
o The study team selected nine sample projects and conducted the environmental

audit and assessed the environmental impacts of the projects. The projects were
selected to cover the under-construction and post-construction stages. The
sample projects as shown in Table (1) cover the main sectors of infrastructure
and municipal services; i.e. water projects, wastewater, storm water, solid waste,
and road maintenance.

o The potential impacts of each project / sector were described and evaluated for
the construction and post-construction stages of the project in order to identify
the mitigation measures.

The mitigation measures for the negative impacts for each audited project is
presented as shown in Table (2).

4.2.3 EM\I Development
Based on the collected data and reports, site visits, interviews with involved staff and
consultant's experience, the consultant team developed the Environmental Management
Plan (EMP) for the proposed EMSRP, which includes feasible and cost effective
measures to minimize or mitigate negative impacts and the actions to be adopted during
the screening process and implementation phases of the project. Also, the EMP was
prepared to integrate environmental concerns into the design and implementation of the
proposed projects. The EMP includes three basic components; institutional component,
environmental mitigation, and environmental monitoring.

I | Engineering & Management
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5. General Findings
5.1 Environmental Positive Impacts
Through the auditing and assessment process of projects it is expected that the impacts of the
proposed EMSRP project will be mainly positive environmental impacts for most sectors.
Positive impacts identified include the following:

Sewage and Water Projects:
Sewage and water projects improve the public health of the local community and
ground water protection.

* Sewage and Water Projects Construction
After construction, the implemented projects will have no impacts on most
of the physical environment factors such as noise, dust, and air pollution.
Water projects will improve the quality and quantity of water and ensure
more system efficiency. The rehabilitation and maintenance of water
networks will also reduce the losses due to water leakage and illegal house
connections. Sewage projects will improve the health conditions, reduce
leakage and have positive impact on the ground water.

* Cleaning of Networks.
The cleaning of wastewater and storm water networks have a positive
impact in terms of less storm water collection in winter seasons and less
flooding of polluted water on the streets. This project has another advantage
where more laborers will be involved within the projects activities. Cleaning
activities ensure more sustainable facilities and higher operation standards.

* Supply Tools and Equipments
Such projects improve the capacities of municipal staff and enable them to
carry out their tasks with less time and in safe environment. The provisions
of sewer cleaning equipment will adequately maintain the flow capacity of
the sewers and will prevent damage during the cleaning operation.

Road Maintenance and Re-pavement Projects:
Reduce or prevent dust, improve drainage, minimize disturbances and obstacles and
ensure road safety, especially in roads close to schools and markets. Pavement and
sidewalks add positively to the people's attitude towards preserving these assets and
therefore keeping their localities clean and safe. Al Majaida Area in Khan Younis was
much imiproved in terms of features and accessibility and well received by the
community.

Rehabilitation of Buildings
Generally, the rehabilitation of schools, clinics, public centers or municipal buildings
is proposed to increase the capacity of employees and improve the work environment.
Building maintenance projects improve the physical conditions of the structures and
improve safety conditions.

- Solid waste projects
Solid waste management practices ensure natural resources protection, fewer and safer
disposal sites, clean environment and minimization of environmental, cultural, social,
and economic effects. The proposed activities of this sector will increase the efficiency
of collection system and control illegal dumping sites. Tools and equipment will aid

................................................................................................................................................
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the LGUs regarding cleaning of streets and thus improve the health conditions. The
containers with different sizes and trucks or collection vehicles will improve the
conditions of transportation fleets at the LGUs and collection of solid wastes;
accumulation of wastes in roads and residential areas will be minimized or eliminated.
The monitoring of illegal dumping sites, which are close to residential areas, will
minimize the negative environmental impacts.

- Electricity
Improvement of electricity services is expected due to maintenance and replacemelit of
the old un-isolated electricity cables with new isolated ones. Old cables became
deteriorated and subjected to cutting in winter and windy seasons. So, the electricity
services will be improved mainly during the peak periods. Relocation of old electricity
poles will improve the traffic condition in heavy populated areas.
The project will supply the LGU with necessary street lighting fixtures, which have
positive impacts on accessibility and minimization of accidents and risks.

5.2 Socioeconomic Positive Impacts
Economical benefits are gained in sewage, building and road pavement projects as short-term
job opportunities for local skilled and unskilled laborers. Generally, positive impacts are
gained from all projects in terms of employment generation, more efficient services provision,
sustainable development and environmental protection. Since September 2000, (the beginning
of Al Aqsa Intifada) the social and economic situation of the Palestinians in the West Bank
and Gaza has dramatically declined. The most direct economic hardship is the loss of an
estimated 75,000 Palestinian jobs in Israel. Unemployment has jumped and the estimated
percentage of the population living under the poverty rate has increased up to 60%. The
emergency development projects, which were conducted during this period, allocated a
percentage of the projects' budget for employment generation. The ERSP, ERP-2, EJCP and
ESSP enforce the contractors to allocate about 20-30% of the project budget for short-terml
employment opportunities. Such projects as well as the proposed EMSRP project will
improve the economical situation and help in improving their life standards.
The EMSRP is proposed to provide labor-intensive employment opportunities for skilled and
unskilled laborers and it will target sub-projects with a minimum of 60% labor content. The
proposed sub-projects are mainly maintenance activities and cleaning of networks, these
activities require less use of equipment and tools and mainly dependent on workers thus
ensuring more labor involvement.

5.3 Environmental Negative Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The risks and negative impacts of the proposed EMSRP projects can be minimized by
addressing mitigation measures during construction and post-construction operation phases.
Table (2) below summarizes the expected impacts of each sector and the suggested mitigation
measures.

...................................................................................................................................................
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Table (2): The Proposed EMSRP Sectors, Impacts and Mitigation Measures.
No. Sector Phase Impacts Mitigation Measures
I- Sewage Construction - Potential accidental break of other - Survey of existing facilities during

and water water lines the design
- Dust generated by construction - Proper activity scheduiling and

activities working hours and days and limit the
- Increasing the concentration of activities to day times and prcvcnt

pollutant emissions any construction activity weckends
- Construction activities would - Proper scheduling and moniltor of'

intermittently and temporarily any risky activities sucil as
generate noise levels above existing excavation and backfilling
ambient levels in the projcct vicinity - Traffic regulation signs and Traflic

- Disturb the features, calming measures
- Obstacle the accessibility and - Provision of adequate notification

increase the risk of accidents procedures for any road closures
- Loss of some vegetation on the street - Monitor the using of safety measures
- Construction waste generated and tools

- Implement a re-vegetation plan
- Proper plans for disposing off

construction waste to be included in
the contact documents

Post- - The proposed project would increase - Implement proper tarifTstructure
construction the demand for water services and - At the long run, increase the capacity

could potentially impact the of the treatment plant and sewer
municipal Ilimited water supplies and mains Also, design a comprelichisive
would increase the demand for sewerage system for the nonl-serviced
samtary sewer services and inflow to areas
treatment plant - Repave the parts of the street, whici

- Dust due to the unpaved parts of the undergone excavation
street after construction

2- Cleaning of General in - Digging wide areas to locate covered - Supply the municipalities with proper
Networks operation manholes and pipelines equipment for locating manhlioles and
(Water, phase - Disposal of cleaned waste (system pipes.
wastewater cleaning wastes). - Control and monitor disposal
and stonm - Dangers of toxic gases inside the process, the waste must be removed
drainage) manholes and other facilities to the nearest landfill withi proper

transportation vehicle
- Use of safety measures and tools
- Supply the necessary tools and

equlpment,
* Necessary appurteniances for

mnaintenance,
* Convenient flusslllng anid

hosing to facilitate cleaning
* Dry pumps to transport flooded

water to nearest manilloles,
* Air jitters to vacuumii toxic

gases from manhlioles during
maintenanice and cleaning
activities

3- Buildings Construction - Dust generated by construction - Proper activity schedulinig and
activities working hours and days

- Increase the risk of accidents - Proper schedulinig of' any risky
- Construction waste generated and lefl activities

in site - Clear site management plans
- Due to obstruction, traffic - Monitor the use of safcty measures

concentration will be transferred to and tools
other streets causing traffic - Traffic signs to ensure proper routinig
congestions and distributioll of trafilc

Post- - Loss of aesthetic due to the increase - Design of landscaping around the
construction in built-up areas, facility

- Noise around the facility by traffic - T'raffic regulation signs and traffic
movement calming measures

- Improper disposal and pile up of' - Cleaning and removal of' wastes to
construction wastes landfills or designated areas

...................................................................................................................................................Engineering & Management
Consulting Center 7
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No. Sector Phase Impacts Mitigation Measures
4- Pavement Construction - Dust generated by construction Monitor the excavation

activities - Proper activity scheduling anid
- Increasing the concentration of working hours and days

pollutants and noise - Proper scheduling of any risky
- Increase the risk of accidents during activities

construction - Some trees may be triimied
- Loss of vegetations - Traffic regulation signs and TI'raffic

calming measures
- Provision of adequate notification

procedures for any road closures
- Monitor the using of safety icasLiCes

and tools
Post- - Long-term traffic increase - Traffic signs to reduce the traffic
construction - Cumulative increase in regional air (one-way sign) and traffic calming

pollutant emissions because of more slgigs
traffic movement - 'raffic regulation sigigs and traffic

- Increase the risk of accidents calming measures
5- Solid waste Collection, - Dumping of waste, domestic and - Control the illegal dumping sites,

construction, waste in open areas using signs, fences around the sites
transportation - Buming of solid waste in illegal - Enforce dumping in the sanitary

and disposal dumping sites Buming will landfills
jeopardize infrastructure facilities in - Proper distribution of containers
the area, electricity poles, telephone according to the population density
poles, UPVC pipes as well as public and behavior of the residenLs in the
health. rural and urban areas

- Loss of aesthetic featires due to - Planning for the transfer routcs
illegal dumps - Enhance the collection from house to

- Spread of insects and rodents inside house especially for the intemnal areas
the dumping sites. of the cities

- The uncontrolled releases of dtimp - The transportation vehicles not to be
sites gases that might migrate off site overloadcd
and cause odor anid other potentially - Incase of urgent need to temporary
dangerous conditions dumpinig sites, the natural ground

- The containers are not used shotild be compacted and isolated by
efficiently use of clay layers and lininig

materials Proper fencinlg shotild be
ensured No burnig of waste is to be
allowed in these sites Daily cover of
wastes, spraying and fightinig rodents
and insects are required to conltiol the
unhealthy conditions

- The authority shall take steps to close
or tipgrade the open dumpinig sites

- Reuse and recycling options arc to be
encouraged

- Vegetation fences around landfills
and dumpsites

7- Electricity Construction - Risks during maintenance activities - Maintenance activities should be
(electric shocks, fallen objects, carried out in off-peak periods
cutting wires) - Follow safety measures and

- Electricity cut off due to maintenance conditions
activities

Post- - Electricity poles hinder the - Relocate electricity poles
construction movement and traflic - The cables, which are very close to

houses, should be replaced and
insulated

- Routine checks to installed poles

8- General The potential uncover and damage of archaeological remains, is not considered withini this EMI'
. ____________ because the project is mainly maintenance and rehabilitation and there is no new sites acquisition.

... ...................................................................
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6. Environmental Issues and Baseline Information

The baseline information for Gaza Strip and West Bank considering the environmental issues
listed below are described in details in Annex (111).

c Climate, Air Quality and Noise.
o Available Water Resources and Water Quality.
o Transportation and land use.
O Vegetations, Wildlife and Marine Life Resources.
o Agricultural resources.
O Population and housing.
o Employment and income.
o Archaeological resources, Recreation and tourism.
o Public health.

7. Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan
This section aims to coordinate the environmental policies, plans and programs and decisions
of the various parties involved in the project, which exercise functions that affect the
environment. The aim is to minimize the duplication of procedures and provide consistency
in the protection of the environment.
Mitigation measures require a successful impact management plan implemented at the correct
time and in the correct way. This usually requires a clearly written and agreed plan of action
for managing impacts so that these are kept within the limits of acceptability. The monitoring
plan describes how and who will carry out the monitoring activities for addressing the
negative environmental issues.

The EMP includes three basic components:
o Institutional Component
o Environmental mitigation
o Environmental monitoring

7.1 Institutional Component
The Institutional Component details out the responsibilities for management, monitoring,
reporting and enforcement. This section should also include any needs for capacity building,
training or equipment.

r '"'''"'''" ... &.... M............"e"'t........................................................................................................
b C Engineering & Management 
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7.1.1 Institutional Overview and Strengthening Needs
MOLG can and should be expected to acquire the institutional and technical capabilities
required to incorporate EMP measures which are integral to the activities which it performs or
for which it has responsibility. The mobilization of other national institutions such as EQA is
necessary. EQA is responsible for the development of the environmental policy, legislation
and environmental planning. It is also responsible for developing standards, normis and
guidelines for creating environmentally sustainable conditions. EQA have acquired the
capacity and strength, which enable EQA staff to be involved in monitoring EMSRP project
activities.

Based on the discussions with key staff from PECDAR and MOLG who where involved
in previous similar projects, the following remarks can be drafted.

* Some environmental considerations are already included in the contract
documents (e.g. chance of findings, dumping of construction and demolition
wastes, etc.).

* No cooperation is recorded with EQA regarding the projects. Only a
representative from the Ministry of Labor visited selected projects to ensure that
safety procedures are observed.

* Environmental auditing was done in some projects (ERSP and DANIDA EJCP).
* No training seminars or workshops were conducted for the municipal engineers

or contractors.

7.1.2 Strengthening Environmental Expertise
Environmental expertise will be established within the implementation agencies for the
coordination and supervision of the environmental activities funded through the
EMSRP.
Establishing a Project Coordination Units (PCU) is proposed in order to monitor and
follow up the project implementation activities. The PCU role includes; identify
priorities, establishing criteria for projects selection, approve projects, participate in bids
evaluation, review technical and financial reports as well as daily monitoring, site visits
and supervising of projects implementation. The PCU should also be responsible for
taking the responsibility of monitoring and enforcing the environmental regulations.
Member of the PCU staff should also be designated to coordinate and follow up with
EQA, MOLG, LGUs and the consultant to ensure transfer of knowledge and build up
the MOLG and LGUs capacity. The staff member should be an environmental specialist
or with strong environmental background to participate in the screening and monitoring
processes. The expert would basically do the following:

a- Conduct environmental reviews of sub projects and monitoring

b- Conduct site visits to review progress of and abidance with environmental

measures.

c- Coordinate environmental training activities for staff, engineers and
contractors

Part-tine environmental advisor(s) contracted from local and international firms will
support occasionally the implementing agency staff.

The consultant's role is to assist the PCU and the LGUs in ensuring the quality of all
technical and managerial aspects of the project implementation. The success of the project

ingineering ... &.... M... anagement....................................................................................................................
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can be seen very much dependent on the role of the consultant in co-operation with MLG
and LGUs. The consultant's role could include the following components:

* Technical Auditing:

Monitor the progress of the implementation of sub-projects and ensure that these

projects are implemented with the best practice in terms of quality of the materials

used and in all technical and managerial aspects. This component includes; review

technical specifications, drawings, and bill of quantities for each project and

propose modifications, review the cost estimates to ensure abidance with the

general criteria set for these project, and conduct monthly technical audit.

* Environmental Auditing:

> Monitor materials transportation and storage and construction activities.

> Follow up the environmental management plan during construction activities

inside the project area.

> Coordinate with PCU, LGUs, EQA and other involved parties in order to

mitigate the environmental impacts by providing instruction for the

implementing agencies.

> Site-specific environmental screening review and assessment of key

environmental issues through an environmental audit of sample projects.

> Preparation of the progress reports which follow-up the implementation of

EMP and recommendations that rise-up during site visits of the sample

projects.

7.1.3 Environmental Capacity Building and Training Program
The training program would be designed and implemented by local or international
consultants in cooperation with EQA. The training would target three levels:

I- On-the-job training of a dedicated PCU to direct activity planning, design, and
implementation with respect to environmental protection.

2- Training for staff of local authorities, municipalities, and village councils. The
training should be provided through short duration seminars and workshops.
Overseas placements and orientation visits, one-month duration, should also be
provided for selected staff members. The overseas trainings and visits will enhance
the long-tern capacity of the LGUs and the MOLG staff.

3- Training for contractors should be provided, including one or two days workshops
for local contractors, focusing on: preparation and use of the appraisal/mitigation
forms, use of environmental guidelines, and implementation of mitigation
measures. Also, they should be trained on safety measures for construction works,
proper waste disposal and cleaning measures during construction.

........:..........................................................................................................................................
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A comprehensive capacity building program is needed to provide a range of aids that
can be used to engender skill development and knowledge transfer. This can include:

o Developing a library of environmental assessment reports and maintaining
a database of information collected during the assessment;

o Collecting examples of good practice and establishing environmental
awards in the workplace

o Holding an environment 'day' or 'week', inviting guest speakers on
environmental issues,

o Producing desk aids such as a yearly calendar based on environmental
themes and designing corporate environmental posters

7.2 Environmental Mitigation
Environmental mitigation includes a matrix identifying the issues, mitigation measures,
responsibility for carrying out the mitigation measures and the approximate cost estimates for
the actions.

7.2.1 Potential Environmental Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Monitoring
Plan
In order to implement sufficient and adequate EMP in terms of project monitoring,
reporting and supervision, the following actions are recommended:

o Site-specific environmental screening and review process conducted at least
one time a month for randomly selected projects.
The screening and review process would be conducted in close coordination
with EQA. Environmental review shall be conducted by local experts and
specific projects that have been earmarked will be subjected to detailed site
review and implementation of construction works shall be closely monitored.
A standard appraisal / mitigation form shall be used. The form should
basically include:

a- Current environmental problems such as water supply contamination

at the site, dust and air pollution.

b- Any potential environmental impacts of the project, if any, due to the

project.

c- Mitigation measures.

o Prepare a monthly progress report (Environmental Audit) addressing the
environmental issues, status of mitigation measures taken and
recommendations.

The projects and activities implemented under EMSRP should be subjected to site
specific environmental assessment and review process. Environmental mitigation
and monitoring actions are presented in a simple matrix format. This includes
identifying the issues, mitigation measures, responsibility for carrying out the
mitigation measures, environmental monitoring, and responsibility for carrying out
the monitoring actions. Table 3 handles these issues in more details.

i . .: . . . . . . ~ r .... ........................................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .C*XJ Engineering & Management
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7.2.2 EMP Cost Estimate and Schedule
The estimated cost for the EMP is $ 35,000 and includes hiring an environmental
expert, capacity building and training programs. Table 4 lists the main components
of EMP and the related cost.

A schedule for the implementation of the various activities of the Environmental
Management Plan is prepared and shows the activities duration and timing of the
proposed periodic assessments. Table 5 shows the schedule of the project's major
activities during the proposed period of the project.

......................................... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
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Table (3): Potential Environmental Impacts, Mitigation, and Monitoring Plan.
Project type Potential Impacts Mitigation Measures Responsibility Monitoring and

of Execution Monitoring Measure & Method Enforcement
Responsibility

General Noise generation during Proper management of construction Contractor Construction site monitoring PCU
(construction construction activities activities and proper activity through complaint monitoring LGU
activities for any scheduling of working hours and days Consultant
project)

Risk of accidents and injuries Follow safety instructions, worker Contractor Check safety compliance PCU
should wear proper clothing LGU

MOL
Consultant

Localized disturbance of Proper construction management, and Contractor Check the site before handover PCU
surrounding areas reshape the site conditions to its origin LGU

or as mentioned in the project Consultant
document

Localized disturbance of traffic Warning signs, protection of Contractor Check safety compliance and PCU
and accidents risks excavation sites, providing detours road safety measures LGU

and coordination with traffic MOT
department Consultant

Provision of adequate notification
procedures for any road closures

Dust and vehicular emissions Dust suppressants, watering the site, Contractor Site monitoring PCU
during construction and proper transporting and storage of Complaint monitoring LGU

construction materials. Consultant

Loss of vegetations Design of landscaping around the PCU Check proper implementation PCU
facility may include planting of some Contractor before handover process LGU
vegetations adapted to sub-projects EQA
sites conditions Consultant

- Disturbance due to Proper and safe handling, Contractor. Site monitoring during PCU
construction debris and transporting, and dumping of waste PCU excavations and backfilling LGU
disposal material including fencing and public Consultant

awareness signs

- . Engineering & Management
I .Consulting Center
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Project type Potential Impacts Mitigation Measures Responsibility Monitoring and
of Execution Monitoring Measure & Method Enforcement

Responsibility
Community Objection and un- Implement community accepted PCU Consult a social expert or PCU
satisfaction projects consultant LGU

Consultant Consultant
Consult community during Social recommendations and
identification and mobilization phases auditing reports

Provide work opportunities for the
community in the project activities.

Wastewater, wvater Potential risk of accidents due Warning signs, fencing, safety PCU Site monitoring and check for PCU
supply networks to excavation for manholes and instruction, excavation and backfilling Contractor safety compliance LGU
projects trenches scheduling Consultant

Potential accidental break of Survey of existing facilities during the LGU Monitor the excavation activities PCU
other utility lines design, monitor the excavation, an contractor and complaint monitoring LGU

immediate repair if happened Consultant

Possible increase in water Implement proper tariff structure, and PCU Monitor consumption patterns PCU
consumption public education awareness programs LGU PWA

for water conservation PWA LGU
Consultant

Increase sewage inflow in the Upgrade the associated system mains PCU Check the capacity of the PCU
main sewer line and to if found under-capacity (design stage) LGU available facilities and monitor PWA
treatment plant or collection the operation (flow and pressure) LGU
area. Consultant
Risk of water contamination Survey of existing facilities during the PCU Drinking water quality PCU
through distribution system in design, monitor the excavation, an LGU monitoring regularly LGU
case of breaks immediate repair if happened PWA

EQA
Consultant

Engineering & Management
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Project type Potential Impacts Mitigation Measures Responsibility Monitoring and
of Execution Monitoring Measure & Method Enforcement

Responsibility
Dust due to the unpaved parts Repave the areas. wvhich undergone PCU Implement comprehensive PCU
of the street after construction excavation Contractor maintenance plans LGU

Consultant
Site monitoring

Cleaning of Digging wide areas to locate - Follow as-built drawings Contractor Supply the municipalities with PCU
Networks covered manholes and proper equipment for locating LGU

(Water, pipelines manholes and pipes. Consultant
wastewater and Disposal of cleaned waste - Control and monitor disposal Contractor Monitor daily activities PCU
storm drainage) (system cleaning wastes) process: the waste must be removed LGU

to the nearest landfill with proper EQA
transportation vehicle Consultant

- Dangers of toxic gases inside - Use of safety measures and tools. MOLG, Check safety compliance PCU
the manholes and other - Follow safety conditions LGUs, LGU
facilities. - Control use and training of staff Contractor MOL

- Supply the necessary tools and Consultant
- Insufficient and improper use equipment;

of tools. * Necessary appurtenances for
maintenance,

* Convenient flushing and
hosing to facilitate cleaning.

* Dry pumps to transport flooded
water to nearest manholes,

* Air jitters to vacuum toxic
gases from manholes during
maintenance and cleaning
activities

Buildings Most of negative impacts are limited to construction phase and covered above
Traffic increasing around the Proper traffic signs and road markings PCU Check the design to satisfy these Police department
service buildings to reduce noise and traffic jam around LGU requirements. monitor the area Consultant

the building. provide sufficient during operation
parking places and proper access and
exit

Engineering & Management
_____ Consulting Center
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Project type Potential Impacts Mitigation Measures Responsibility Monitoring and
of Execution Monitoring Measure & Method Enforcement

Responsibility

Loss of aesthetic due to the Design of landscaping around the PCU Check design and proper PCU
increase in built-up area facility may include planting of some Contractor implementation before handover LGU

vegetations and trees process Consultant

Pavement Negative impacts related to construction activities are covered above

Slope soil erosion Check the slope and compaction of PCU and LGU Design, implementation, and PCU
shoulders, proper curbstone to prevent during design operation monitoring LGU
erosion, construct retaining walls in MOT
certain places Consultant

Risk of accidents due to Provide traffic regulation signs, traffic PCU and LGU Design, implementation. and Police department
increased traffic and speed calming measure, handrails, alternate during design operation monitoring Consultant
(especially in front of schools parking places
and public buildings)

Uprooting of trees Avoid cutting trees if they do not PCU Design and implementation PCU
make a real obstacle Some trees may contractor monitoring LGU
be trimmed, planting new trees Consultant

Solid Waste Dumping of waste, domestic Enforce dumping in the designated Contractor - Control the illegal dumping Cleaning department
and construction waste in open sanitary landfills sites, using signs, fences around EQA
areas. the sites Consultant

- Enforce dumping in the
sanitary landfills.

Burming of solid waste in Prevent burning of waste in dumping Contractor, Routine check ups
illegal dumping sites, sites Local

community
The containers are not used Conduct awareness campaigns LGU Proper distribution of containers
efficiently
Spread of waste during The transportation vehicles not to be Contractor and Planning for the transfer routes.
transportation overloaded and to be covered Cleaning

departments

Engineering & Management
Consulting Center
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Project type Potential Impacts Mitigation Measures Responsibility Monitoring and
of Execution Monitoring Measure & Method Enforcement

Responsibility
Loss of aesthetic features due Proper disposal procedures Contractor Vegetation fences around
to illegal dumps Reuse and recycling options are to be landfills and dumpsites.

encouraged
Spread of insects and rodents Implement proper health programs Local Enhance the collection from
inside the dumping sites. and cleaning campaigns Authority house to house especially for the

internal areas of the cities.
Electricity Risks during maintenance IFollow safety measures and conduct Contractor PCU

activities (electric shocks, training workshops Check safety compliance MOL
fallen objects, cutting wires) LGU
Electricity cut off due to Maintenance activities should be Contractor Scheduling of activities Consultant
maintenance activities. carried out in off-peak periods

g Engineering & Management
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Table: 4 EMP Cost Estimates

Components of EMP Qty. Unit Rate Cost in Thousands USD

_______ ___ ___ __ _Total Foreign Local

Capacity Building and T'raining

a) Training for staff within implementing
agency and sector Ministries - Seminars / 2 10,000 20 10 10
Workshops

b) Training for Contractors 2 5000 10 0 0 10

2 Miscellaneous 5 0 0 5

TOTAL 35 IO 25

Table: 5 Tentative EM1P Implementation Schedule

2003

Major Project Activities Jan| Feb Mai Apt May Juti Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

I Capacity Building and Training
a) Training foi staff within

implementing agency and sector
Ministries - Seminars /
Woi kshops

b) 'Iraining for Contractors

,Engineering & M anagement
Consulting Center
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1.1 Relevant Ministries and Institutions

Ministry of Local Government

Historically, local governmenits have been the cornerstone of Palestinian governance and the key providers of public
goods and services in West Bank and Gaza (WBG) Municipalities, particular, have well-established service delivery
and regulatory functions including electricity, water supply, sanitation, solid waste management, local roads, libraries,
parks and recreation, slaughterhouses, markets, land use planning, building and development approval, and business and
professional licensing Until November 1996 the governmental organization basically consists of two levels central and
local levels In November 1996 a new intermediate level was introduced as Governorate, thus three levels were
establisled. central, regional and local governments. Currently, the local government system of West Bank and Gaza
Strip consists of municipalities and local councils. In the areas outside the municipal boundaries, MOLG is responsible
for project licensinig and approval.

The Palestinian Water Authority

PWA is responsible for the management of available water resources in Palestine to achieve the balance between
available water quantities and qualities, and the needs of the Palestinian people in the present and the future Law No 2
for 1996 identified the role of PWA in the following areas-

1 Strategic planning for the water resources In this context, PWA has the authority to develop, enhance and
allocate the water resources among the various demand sectors in order to achieve its goals which are

0 Find the optimal way to manage. protect, and conserve the limited national water resources
GCuarantee the riyht of access to water of a good quality for both present population and futu/re
generations at cost that thev can afford

2 Monitoring and protection of water resources This is considered as an important role to enable PWA to assess
the existing resources and protect them as a precious resource. PWA has developed a comprehensive
monitoring program. The program identified the needs, the number of monitoring wells and their locations
Also vulnerable areas by different sources of pollution like wastewater treatment plant, industrial estates, ports
and intensive farms were considered carefully [PWA Monitoring, 1998].

3 Rezulation Aiming at maximization of the benefit from the water resources and due to existing conflict of
interests, it is necessary to have a mature regulator for the water sector in general Regulations should organize
the relationship between service providers, users environment and water resources. The role of PWA will be

D Environmental Regulation This function of regulation aims at controlling the utilization of water
resources and wastewater disposal and/or reuse in such a manner that enables the environm1ent and
optimizes the benefit.

O Water Quality Rezulation This function of regulation aims at controlling the drinking water quality In
this context the PWA will be responsible for imposing a set of regulations on the service provider These
regulations should satisfy the requirement of the various stakeholders and mainly the Ministry of Health
(MOH). The PWA has formed a committee that includes the PWA, MOH, Ministry of Environmlental
Affairs and universities in an attempt to set standards for drinking water

o Economic Regtlation This function of regulation aims at reviewing the prices of water in order to protect
the customer from the service provider, which is normally working in a monopolistic environmenit Also
the regulator should ensure that all cost related activities are performed adequately by the utility

Engineering & Management
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The Ministry of Health

Environmental Health Department (EHD) is a central department in the Ministry of Health. One of the main objectives
of EHD is promote research and information exchange related to health and environment (water, air, hazardous waste,
vectors, and toxic materials) The vision of EHD is to reach an environmental health situation that ensures a sustainable
development, effective prevention and control of environmental risks and equitable access to healthy environment. EHD
is responsible to ensure that the environment in working places is healthy. Pollution emission sources are monitored and
controlled National, regional and international standards are used in evaluating the environmental conditions. Air
quality and noise laboratory are not available in the MOH The Ministry of Health (MOH) plays an important role in the
water industry regulation This covers setting the standards, which are related to the public health such as-

U Drinking water quality.
L Disposal of treated sewage in bathing waters.
O Disposal of treated sewage in environments which affects the quality of some products like fish
D Treated wastewater reuse for irrigation, which may affect the agricultural products.
O Disiiifection and drinking water storage.

Environmental Quality Authority (EQA)

The responsibility of EQA is to promote a sustainable environmental development of the Palestinian society Its main
task is the protection of the environment, including its water, soil, air, natural resources, nature and Biodiversity, and the
prevention of public health risks related to environmental issues The main responsibilities of EQA are in the field of
planning, monitorinig, licensing and enforcement. EQA is responsible for the development of the environmental policy,
legislation and environmental planning It is also responsible for developing standards, norms and guidelines for
creating environmentally sustainable conditions For a number of standards MEnA has primary responsibility The
Ministry of Environmiental Affairs (EQA) plays a complementary role to the MOH in setting standards related to the
conservation and protection of the environment such as:

o Miimumil water requirement to preserve the environment.
U Disposal of treated sewage in wadis, streams, rivers, lakes and seas.
o Disposal of treated sewage in environments, which affects the bio-diversity
o Regulation of the industrial wastewater which is not treated by the utility.
o Disposal of brine from the desalination plants.

Monitoring of the physical environment is an important task of EQA. It also includes the monitoring of the complianlce
with the environmental laws and regulations, as well as the enforcement by means of putting sanction on violations and
transgressions

Ministry of Agriculture

The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for.

o Achieving the legislation that controls the extension of urban areas at the expense of agricultural areas and
ensure sustainable development.

o Establishing methodologies for conservation of biological diversity and for sustainable use of resources by
utilizing legislation, rules, procedures, budgetary allocations and other regulatory measures.

o Advancing public awareness concerning the advantages of Biodiversity conservation and sustainable
development

L Indicating the types of crops that can be irrigated by treated wastewater using the international standards

Engineering & Management
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Ministry of labor

The Department of Occupational Safety is responsible for

0 Performing periodical visits to work places and giving instruction regarding workers and equipment safety,
O Monitoring chemical, physical and biological impacts on workers, and
El Keeping records and monthly reports on work places.

1.2 Applicable Regulatory Standards and Guidelines

A number of draft and adopted laws, standards and policies that are of particular interest to this EMP study have been
reviewed. These legislative, policies and regulatory standards are summarized as follows

The Draft Water Law

The draft Water Law, which is being debated in the Legislative Council, confirms the status of PWA as an autonomous
institution supervised by the President of the Palestinian Authority The draft Law assigns the following powers to
PWA. to allocate water for beneficial uses; to issue licenses and permits for the uses of water resources and for the
discharge of pollutants; to assure optimal utilization of water resources for public uses (by monitoring water use and
sources of pollution, as well as by enforcing licenses and permits); to regulate existing water institutions, to establisi
regional water and wastewater utilities; to set water tariff policies; and to prepare a National Water Master Plan The
Draft Water Law allows water services to be contracted out to the private sector

PWA Policy Principles

The mission and goals were incorporated within framework of the PWA policy to achieve the specified objectives
within its strategic goals. These policy principles can be summarized as

o All resources of water should be the priority of the state.
D All citizens have a right to water of good quality for personal consumption at cost that can be afford
o Industrial and agricultural development and investment must be compatible with available water resources
U Water is an economic good
o Sustainable development of all available water resources.
O Coordinate the development of the water resources of Palestine at the national level and implenienitationi at

appropriate local level
o Separation of institutional responsibility for policy and regulatory functions from the service delivery function
O Public participation.
C Integrating water quality and water quantity
El Integrating water supply and wastewater management at all administrative levels
o Consistent water demand management.
El Protection and pollution control of water resources.
Li Polluters pay.
D Conservation and optimum utilization of water resources.
0 Obtaining the right of water resources shared by other countries on the principle of equality

PWA Strategy

In order to achieve its aims PWA has formulated its strategy, which is based on the following activities

Li Pursue Palestinian water rights.
D Strengthen national policies and regulations
0 Build institutional capacity and development human resources.
El Improve information services and assessment of water resources.
0 Govern water and wastewater investments and operations

Engineering & Management
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o Enforce pollution control and protection of water resources.
o Promote public awareness and participation.

Palestinian Environmental Law

A number of principles and guidelines have been defined in the Environmental Law, which forms the basis for decisions
and structures of the environmental institutions and legislation. These principles are listed below

O Every individual living in Palestine has the right to a sound and clean environment and to the best
possible of health care and social welfare, as well as protection of the country's natural resources, and
to the preservation of its historical heritage

D Every person in Palestine has the right to pursue the enforcement of the right to a clean and healthy
environment against any party, he/she may also obtain any official information about the environmenital
impacts of any planned activity.

O The general public may present advice and consultancy regarding the preparation of national
environmental policies, regulations and plans.

o Persons responsible for the occurrence of any environmental hann shall bear the cost of removing this
harm in a way that reduces the pollution, in addition to the bearing of other compensations.

U Measures to prevent pollution shall be given precedent over measures to control pollution, which shall
be used only in cases where pollution prevention measures are not possible or economically not
feasible.

o Every person shall be committed to preserving the Palestinian environment and shall work on avoiding
any activity that may cause environmental harm"

E The protection of the environment through collective and individual initiatives for volunteer work
shall be encouraged through environmental education in schools, universities, institutions and clubs

Li An Environmental Authority shall be established which is responsible for the development of
Environmental strategies, management plans and monitoring programs that aim at the sound use and
conservation of the environmental and natural resources in Palestine.

Land Ownership

If a land is needed for public services, the procedure to repossess the land is as follow

o The concern agency has to send an official application to the central planning committee in the Ministry of
Local Governments describing the situation and the necessity to repossess the land.

o The committee from its side studies the application and if it is accepted they have to apply to the President
asking him to confiscate the land.

E When the application is accepted by the President, he gives his approval and sends an order to the Ministries
of Housing, Justice and Finance to formulate a committee in order to visit the site and estimate the amoulit of
compensation to the owners.

Antiquities Law

A person must have a license to dig or.search in any manner for antiquities. Work on land on which an antiquity has
been discovered must be suspended, and the Director must (1) notify the owner or occupier of the land of the conditions
by which the works may be continue on the land, or (2) order the work be permanently stopped Persons damaged by
these orders may demand compensation. At Present the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquity through the department of
Antiquity within the ministry is responsible for this issue. The department drafted a Palestinian Law of Antiquity whicil
is in the PLC since 1996 The department modifies a system now to deal with any antiquity issue with regard to any
project as fellow. The proponent or concern agency should apply in written about the project with all data needed Then
the Department will ask the inspection section to carry a survey at that area of the project and reply in written about their
finding and opinion.

Labor Law
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Labor law No 16 for the year 1964 is the Palestinian Labor Law applicable for West Bank and Gaza Strip Governorates
till a comprehensive law for all Palestine is issued and approved by PLC Labor Law is the reference for work and labor
regulations and different parties rights Workers occupational health and safety is presented thoroughly in the Labor Law
in the following Context.

0 3rd chapter, Ist section contains regulations for workers health and safety. Articles 62 and 63 states that it is
necessary to inform the worker about any danger in his duties before starting the work and take the necessary
measures on the owner expenses

o Article 64 states that workers should not damage or spoil any protection means and has to obey all the
instructions related to workers health and safety Also it is the mandate of labor ministry to monitor factories
and penalize the non-compliance

o The law require that the employer to provide all necessary first aids to injured workers Therefore, first aid
measures, equipment and medication should be available on site. The law has articles that regulate the number
of working hours, wages, and disputes resolutions and workers age.

Palestinian Environmental Assessment Policy

According to this policy the proponent of any proposed activity should fill in application for Environmiental Approval to
the Environmental Quality Authority (EQA). Then EQA will notify the appropriate permitting authorities that an
application for environmental approval has been received and that an EIA is required. Stakeholder consultation is
mandatory when undertaking an EIA In consultation with the proponent and the EA Committee, the Authority
determines what the minimum requirements for stakeholder consultation should be. It may be required during scopiig
and terms-of-reference preparation, and during the conduct of the EIA. At minimum, the proponent must meet with the
principal stakeholders to inform them about the proposed project and to solicit their views about it More problematic
projects should involve more extensive consultations. The methods and results of these consultations must be
documented in the EIA Report.

Draft Law on Local Government

The Ministry of Local Governmient (MOLG) has focused its efforts initially on preparing for national, which were
successfully held in January 1996. It is also actively developing managerial systems and drafting a new local
government law for consideration by the Palestinian Council. It is not yet clear what would be the functions and degree
of autonomy of local governments and their relationship to the central government Two versions of the potential law on
local government have been drafted. One would give local governments substantial autonomy, building on the existing
situation, while the other would confer heavy control to the central government The new law on local government
would add the Higher Planning Council to existing local and central planning committees and would define the roles and
responsibilities of these three planning bodies

o Local Planning Committee comprised of the president and members of the Municipal Council
D Central planning Committee comprised of representatives of all ministries and chaired by the Ministry of

Local Government. Although there is one local planning committee for each Governorate, there is only one
central planning committee for all Governorates.

O Local councils: A new law on Palestinian local authorities was promulgated and signed in 1997 The new law
clarifies the roles and responsibilities of local governments in Palestine, including procedures for electing local
councils and presidents of local councils, the roles and responsibilities of local councils and the presidents of
local councils, and fiscal and financial management.
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Draft National Environmental Health Strategy (1999)

The Department of Environmental Health (EHD) in the Ministry of Health at 1998 has formulated a draft
environmental health strategy. This strategy explains the current situation of environmental health in Palestine and
indicates the strategy and the action plan for the next 5 years (1999-2003) The main subjects tackled in this strategy
are,

o Environmental Health Information
a Drinking Water Monitoring and Control
U Wastewater and Solid waste Monitoring and Control
D Air Pollution Control
O Vector Control
L licensing of Crafts and Industries
o Food Safety

Emission Standards

The concentration of air contaminants should be complying with standards and guidelines that are outlined in the
Environmental Manual (EM) of Gaza Industrial Estate The Environmental manual was prepared by the Ministry of
Environmental Affairs (MEnA) (Currently EQA) in consultation with the Palestinian Industrial Estate and Free Zone
Authority (PIEFZA). In case that the Environmental Manual (EM) do not specify standards for a particular pollutants,
the Israeli Standard (IS) will be followed. The following table shows the recommended values of air pollutants
specified in EM and IS

Recommended standard values of air pollutants concentration
EM Is

Pollutant 24-hr average 24-hr average
PPM [g/m3 PPM O g/m

Particulate Matter, SPM 70 300- (3-hr)
Carbon Monoxide, CO _ _- 8.8-(8-hr) I 1,000-(8-hr)

Sulfur Dioxide, SO2 0 044 125 0.098 280
Nitrogen Oxides, NO2 0.1 150 0.373 560
Hydrogen Sulfide, H2 _S_ - 0.010 15

International and Regional Standards

In case of absence of local standards for a certain matter, international or regional standards may be used in evaluating
the environmental pollution problems. For example, Israeli standards for air quality and noise level can be used.
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Draft National Environmental Health Strategy (1999)

The Department of Environmental Health (EHD) in the Ministry of Health at 1998 has formulated a draft
environmental health strategy This strategy explains the current situation of environmental health in Palestine and
indicates the strategy and the action plan for the next 5 years (1999-2003). The main subjects tackled in this strategy
are

o Environmental Health Infornation
El Drinking Water Monitoring and Control
U Wastewater and Solid waste Monitoring and Control
D Air Pollution Control
El Vector Control
E licensing of Crafts and Industries
o Food Safety

Emission Standards

The concentration of air contaminants should be complying with standards and guidelines that are outlined in the
Environmental Manual (EM) of Gaza Industrial Estate. The Environmental manual was prepared by the Ministry of
Environmental Affairs (MEnA) (Currently EQA) in consultation with the Palestinian Industrial Estate and Free Zone
Authority (PIEFZA). In case that the Environmental Manual (EM) do not specify standards for a particular pollutants,
the Israeli Standard (IS) will be followed The following table shows the recommended values of air pollutants
specified in EM and IS.

Recommended standard valhes of air pollutants concentration
EM is

Pollutant 24-hr average 24-hr average
PPM Og/m PPM Og/m3

Particulate Matter, SPM 70 300- (3-hr)
Carbon Monoxide, CO - 8.8-(8-hr) 11,000-(8-hr)
Sulfur Dioxide, SO2 0 044 125 0 098 280
Nitrogen Oxides, NO2 0.1 150 0 373 560
Hydrogen Sulfide, H2 S __- 0.010 15

International and Regional Standards

In case of absence of local standards for a certain matter, international or regional standards may be used in evaluating
the environmental pollution problems For example, Israeli standards for air quality and noise level can be used
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Table (1): Description of the Audited Projects (Samples were Implemented Under
Previous Projects)
No. Project Name Project Description
I Developing internal roads at Majaida * Improvement the water network and installing new

area house connections with all fittings and accessories
* Base course layer.

Program: CDP 11- PECDAR and * Interlock tiles for El Majaida road, Natheir El Farra
MOLG Street and El Qedra Street.
LGU: Khan Younis * The roads also connect tributary roads and a lot of
Sector: Roads small passages between residential houses
Status: Finished

2 Installing water pipes & Open interior * The project includes installation of water pipes and
roads phase I open interior roads in El Mughragha Area

Program: ERSP-PECDAR
LGU: El Mughragha
Sector: Water
Status: Finished

3 Installation of sewage pipe lines (Abu * UPVC sewer pipes with variable diameter (450, 400,
setta street) phase 1 200 mm) about 1793 meter.

* 48 sewage manholes about with variable diameter
Program: DANIDA-EJCP (1.50, 1.25, 1.00, 0.80m)
LGU: Al Zawaidah * Repair of asphalt about 10 m2.
Sector: Wastewater
Status: Finished

4. Carrying out of water back and supply * Supply pump for the wastewater vehicle
pumping * Maintenance of the vehicle tank

* Supply fittings, pipes, flexible hoses
Program: ESSP
LGU: Bait Lahya
Sector: Wastewater & Tools
Status: Finished

5 Maintenance of Water and Wastewater * Asphalt cutting and reinstatement of the road
Network in Al Quds Street. * Maintenance of curb stones instead of deteriorated

stones including painting
Program: ESSP * Installation of UPVC 16" diameter (220 meter lengthi)
LGU: Jabalia * Installation of wastewater manholes (I 25m, 0.8m)
Sector: Water, Wastewater and Roads * Wastewater house connections
Status: Under Construction * Water pipes UPVC, 250mm, 250 meters

* Supply water network fittings, house connections and
fire hydrants.

* Construction of storm water drainage gutter and pipes

Aninlex 11-2
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No. Project Name Project Description
6 Maintenance of Solid Waste Sector * Supply 15 solid waste containers (I m3)

a Removal of solid waste from Bait Hanoun Entrance to
Program: ESSP dump site inside the municipality
LGU: Bait Hanoun * Supply tools for solid waste and cleaning
Sector: Solid Waste
Status: Finished

7 Reconstruction of Al Bereh - Bear Zeit * Excavation of the damaged part
Street * Base coarse works

* Asphalt works
Program: MIDP-II * Removing of damaged water pipes
LGU: Al Bereh * Installation of new water pipes.
Sector: Road and Water
Status: Finished

Full details of the audited projects are given in the following sheets.
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Environmental Auditing (1)

Project Name Developing Interior Roads at EL Maiaida Area

Sector . Interlock Pavement

Location Majaida Area, Khan Younis Governorate, Gaza Strip.

Beneficiaries . Direct: 5,000 inhabitants, Indirect: 10,000 inhabitants.

__ , z * } , ;._ _ i, 

Project Description

El Majaida Area is located at the center of Khan Younis city. The implemented project ained at
developing and paving the interior roads of the area. The unpaved sandy road has been disturbing the
features of the area, causing difficulties for traffic movement and resulting in storm water
accumulation ponds during winter seasons. Dust generated by traffic over the unpaved road has been
causing air pollution problems in the area. In addition, the previous conditions of the road have
caused heavy traffic movement on other paved roads of the Camp. The above reasons made the
development of this road necessary. . The development of the roads was highly appreciated by the
local community and surroundings where the project solved their problems.
The project work included:

o lmprovement the water network and installing new house connections.
o 670Gm 2 of Interlock for the following roads;
* El Majaida road which connects El Bahr Street with Mahros Fares Street. The street was an

unpaved sandy street causing dust problems and flooding of storm water in the rainy
seasons.

* Natheir El Farra Street, which connects with Jamal Abd El Naser Street. The street was an
unpaved sandy street causing clogging of storm water network at Jamal Abd El Naser Street

* El Qedra Street, which was sandy street that connects with El Bahar Street.
The roads also connect tributary roads and a lot of small passages between residential houses.

Project Objectives

* The pavement of the roads provides safe access for the people and children
* The project solved the problem of storn water flooding and clogging of the main

networks.
* Improvement of the aesthetic view of the area.
* Improvement of health and environmental conditions.

o Engineering & Management
E ConsUlting Center
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Environmental Management Plan Final Report
EMSRP Annex -11 Au/dited Projects -

Environmental Imp pcts

Environmental Impact
Components Before Construction Post-construction

* Dust pollution * Less dust pollution
Air Quality * High concentration of toxic exhausts of * Increasing the concentration ofAir Quality vehicles Pollutanits because of greater traffic

movement
* More noise of cars engines due to . Less noise by the traffic movemneit

Noise Reduction moving over unpaved and unleveled
road

. Flooded storm water may mix with * Less storm water pollution and thus,
Ground Water wastewater groundwater pollution

* Significant increase in runoff quantities
Quality due to increasing impervious surfaces

* Increase of wastewater generation

Community Water * Old network * Improve the level of water services by
improving the network and quality of

Supply drinking water

. Disturbed features of the area . Improvement of the aesthetic features
Aesthetics . Reduction of trees planted in front oftihe

houses
l Traffic concentration will be transferred * Traffic will be normally chanineled as

Transportation to other streets causing traffic planned for the town access roads mainly
congestionis at Shubair street which is the main street

at Khan Younis
* High expenditure paid on medications, * Less maintenance works

cleaning and washing * Less expenditure on medications,
Socoleconom ic .washing, etc
Socio-economic * Creation ofJob opportunities

. Higher value of properties alongside
* Increase the risk of accidents

Cultural and . T he disturbed roads and sidewalks do * Cleaner neighborhood enhances
not encourage people to work seriously environmental awareness

Heritage for environmental protectioni

* Negative impacts on respiratory system * Protect the people from the infectious

Public Health . Infectious diseases through the polluted diseases
storin water . Manage and facilitate the collection of

wastes

f Engineering & Managemnent
Consultiimg Center

EbMCC AnnleX I-S
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EMSRP Annex -If Audited Projects-

Environmental Auditing (2)

Project Name and Code Installing water pipes & Open interior roads phase I
Contractor : Abed El Hadi
Location El Mughragha
Project . ERSP

lSti§slU~~~~~~~~~~-- -t'; --- - -- -------- ----- --

Project Description
The project aimed to develop El Mughraqa village and improve the level of services. The
installation of the new water network improved the quality and quantity of water and fulfilled the
community requirements. The removal of old trees and installation of a new wire will much
improve the aesthetic features of the area. The harmful reptiles will be avoided and minimized.

The project includes,
* Installing UPVC Water Pipes (2000m of 4" and 4000 of 2")
* Removing the trees and fixing protective wire (1 05m height) for 2000m

Project Objectives
* The project will improve the aesthetic views of the area.
* The quality and quantity of water will satisfy the community needs.
* The project creates about 1090 direct job opportunities

g Engineering & Management
| Conisultinig Ceinter

ILMCCOI Annex 1-6
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EMSRP Annex-Ie A!udited PtioecIs-

Environmental Impact
Components Before Construction Post-construction

Air Quality

Noise Reduction

* Over extraction from the . Manage the extractioni from
Ground Water Quality neighboring wells the aquifer

* No water supply is available . Provide potable water source
Community Water Supply in the area

. The old trees around the . Improvement of the aesthetic
interior roads disturbed the features

Aesthetics aesthetics of the area * The features will be mucIh
improved after the pavement
of the roads

. Lands arc not used efficiently * Efficient use of available
Landscaping lands

. Extra cost for transportation * Less expendituire on
Socio-econom ic of potable water medication, washing, etc

- No direct and paved road for * Creation ofjob opportunities
the area

Cultural and Heritage

* The saline water has negative * Sufficient quantity and
impacts on the residents skin quality of water

Public Health * The inhabitants will use more
quantity of water for tileir
daily needs

* The impacts will be
Workers Health and Safety minimized if the workers

follow the safety instructionls

o Engineering & Management
LEN1C1 Consulting Center
EMICC Annex 1-7
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EMSRP Annex-II Aiudited Prolec.s

Environmental Auditing (3)

Project Name : nstallation of sewage pipelines (Abu setta street) phase 1)

Sector : Wastewater

Location _Al Zawaida, Middle Area, Gaza Strip

1J,

Project Description

This is the first phase of the development of Abu Styia Area in El Zuwaida. The project aims
to install new wastewater network to transport the generated wastewater from the cemetery
area (the West of El Zuwaida Center) to the pumping station in North West of El Zuwaida

Village. A total area of About 50,000m2 is to be served by this project.

The works includes:

* UPVC sewer pipes of various diameters (450, 400, 200 mm) and of a total length of

about 1793 linear meters.

* Sewage manholes of various diameters (1.50, 1.25, 1.00, 0.80m), totalling 48

manholes.

* Repairing of the asphalt layer, totalling 10 m2 in area.

The project is considered as a step forward on the way for implementing the development
master plan of the El Zawaida

Project Objectives

* The installation of water and wastewater lines provide safe and healthy environment

and develop the area.

* The project will improve the aesthetic view of the area.

* The project has created about 3255 direct job opportunities.

CŽhj Engineering & Management

Consuiltlng Center
1E5,CCo Anne: 1-8



Environmental Management Plan Final Report
EMSRP Annex-ll Auidited Proect s

Environmental Im act
Components Before Construction Post-construction

. Noxious oders in the area * No odors with the new wastewater
Air Quality network

Noise Reduction

* Infiltration of untreated wastewater * No pollution of underground water
Ground Water Quality from the cesspits to the aquifer

Community Water Supply

* Disturbed features in the whole * Improvement of the aesthetic
Aesthetics area features

A The features will greatly improve
afler the pavement of the road

Landscaping

. Extra cost for extraction of the * Less expenditure on medications,
Socio-economic cesspits washing, etc

* Creation ofjob opportunities

Cultural and Heritage

* Infectious diseases through the * No health impacts with proper
polluted storm water wastewater networks

Public Health . Spread of rodents and insects . The inhabitants will use more
quantity of water for washinig and
cleaning purposes

. Infectious diseases for the workers * The impacts will be miimiized
Workers Health and Safety on extraction process if the workers follow the safety

instructions

EEngilneering & Management
Consulting Center

lENiccOl Annex 1-9
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EMSRP Annex-11 AudliedProlects

Environmental Auditing (4)

Carrying out of water back and supply pumping (Facilitating
Project Name : Cesspit Vaccumin-).
Sector Wastewater & Tools
Location Bait Lahya
Project ESSP

A

I .,.- - , 

li, - -

Project Description
Several parts of the municipality are using cesspits for wastewater disposal. The vacuuming
process needs a car, tank, and pump to vacuum the wastes from cesspits. The collected
wastewater is disposed of in any manhole in the wastewater network.

The project includes the following components:

* Supply a puimp for the wastewater vehicle
* Maintenance of the vehicle tank and truck.
* Supply fittings, pipes and flexible hoses

Project Objectives
* The pump will facilitate the vacuuming process of cesspits
* Minimize the flooding times of cesspits.

1 Engineering & Management
|g-] Consuiltinlg Center
IEMCC Annex 1-10



Environmental Management Plan Final Report
EMSRI' Annex-11 Auidited Projects

Environmental Impact
Components Before Construction Post-construction

. Bad smells in the area due to . Bad smells during the
Air Quality flooding of cesspits vacuuming process

* Noise during the operation of'

Noise Reduction the pump

. Infiltration of untreated . Infiltration of untreated
Ground Water Quality wastewater from the cesspits wastewater from the cesspits to

to the aquifer the aquifer

Community Water Supply

I Disturbed features in the * Improvement of the aesthetic
whole area featuLres

Aesthetics . The features will muLch
improve after the pavemelnt
of the road

Landscaping

* Extra cost for extraction of . Extra cost for extraction of
Socio-economic the cesspits the cesspits This would be

mooiniminzed if a wastewater
lnetwork is constructed

Cultural and Heritage

* Infectious diseases through * Infectious diseases tlhroughl
the polluted overflowing the polluted overflowving

Public Health wastewater wastewvater
* Spread of rodents and * Spread of rodents andl

insects insects
. Infectious diseases for the * The impacts will be

Workers Health and Safety workers on extraction minimized if the workers
process follow the safety instructions

fi Enginieerinig & Managemiienit
Constiltitig Celnter

IFMCCOI AnnleX t-I 
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EMSRP Annex -ll Audited Piojects

Environmental Auditing (5)

Project Name Maintenance of the Water and Wastewater Networks in Al Quds Street
Sector Water, Wastewater and Roads
Location Jabalia
Project ESSP

Project Description
The project aims to improve the level of services in Jabalia City in terms of accessibility and
mobility, water quality and quantity and wastewater conveyance. The installation of the new
water network is intended to improve the quality and quantity of water and fulfill community
requirements. The harmful reptiles will be avoided and minimized.

The project includes the following components:
* Asphalt cutting and reinstatement of the road
* Maintenance and replacement of curb stones, including painting.
* Installation of UPVC 16" diameter (220 meter length)
* Installation of wastewater manholes (1 .25rn, 0.8m)
* Wastewater house connections
* Water pipes UPVC, 250mm, 250 meters
* Supply water network fittings, house connections and fire hydrants.
* Construction of a storm water drainage gutter and pipes

Project Objectives
* Improving health and environmental conditions in the project area.
* Improve accessibility and mobility.
* Improve the quality and quantity of water.
.

Eniginieering & Management
g1? | Consultilig Center
Icl Annet 1-12
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EMSRI' Annex -/1 Audited Pi Ijects

Environmental Im act
Components Before Construction Post-construction

* Dust pollution * Less dust and air pollutanits
Air Quality . High concentration of toxic

exhausts of the vehicles

l More noise of vehicle * Less noise problems
Noise Reduction engines through the

unleveled road

* Flooding of polluted stomi . No mud and less pollution of
Ground Water Quality water and wastewater water

* Deteriorateed water netwrok . Improving the quantity and
Community Water Supply and insuffecient quantities quality of water

and quality of water

* Disturbed features of the area * Improvemeint of the aesthetic
Aesthetics features

. Traffic concentration will be . Traffic will be distributed as
Landscaping transferred to other streets planned for the towvn access

causing traffic congestions roads

* Continuous maintenance * Less mainteniance works
Socio-economic works * Less expenditire on

. High expenditure paid on medications, washing, etc
medications a Creation ofjob opportunities

* The disturbed roads and * Community xvill learn how to
Cultural and Heritage sidewalks don't enhance the keep their environmlenit clean
Cultural and Heritage people to work seriously for and nice

environmental protection
l Negative impacts on . Protect the people fromil the

Public Health respiratory system infectious diseases
u Infectious diseases through

the polluted wastewater
. . The impacts will be

Workers Health and Safety minimized if the workers
follow the safety instructionis

l Engineering & Management
~1 %j ConisLilting Center
IFMCCE Anne.x 1-1 3
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EMSRP Annex -/l Audited Projec.-0

Environmental Auditing (6)

Project Name Maintenance of the Solid Waste Sector
Sector Solid Waste
Location Bait Hanoun, Northern Area, Gaza Strip

Project -PESSP 

'~~, 

Project Description
Due to the closure of the main roads in Gaza Strip during the period of Al Intifada, the

municipalities are unable to dispose the generated solid waste into the landfills. The
municipality of Bait Hanoun has a landfill in the northern part of Gaza Strip; no body can reach
the landfill site. Therefore, the municipality transports all solid wastes generated in the village
to Gaza landfills. The drivers and solid waste collectors used to use an open space of land at the
entrance of the city illegally and dispose of the wastes there. The municipality worked hard to
prevent this illegal dumping and worked to transfer the wastes to the eastern part of the city
where a land plot has been leveled for the citizens of the city. The citizens requested the
munLicipality to dispose of the wastes in this land plot, which will save the leveling costs. Direct
dumping, without any processing of the land before dumping, was made. Covering layers of
sand and Kurkar were used to cover the wastes. About 2,000 ton of wastes were transported.

The project included the following components:
* Removal of solid waste from Bait Hanoun's entrance to a dumping site inside the

village.
* Supply 15 solid waste containers (Im3)
* Supply tools for solid waste collection and cleaning.

Project Objectives
* Improve the aesthetic features of the area and improve the view of the city entrance.
* Increase the efficiency of solid waste collection and cleaning services.
* Control the illegal dumping in open areas.

| | Enginieering & Managemenit
,? Consulting Centcr
IEMCCrJ Annlex 1-14
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EMSRP Annex-ll AudiledProjects

Environmental Im act
Components Before Construction Post-construction

. Bad odors from the dumping sites . No odors as no wastes are
Air Quality collected and dumped

* Noise of transportation vehicles or
Noise Reduction trucks

* Pollution by leachate . No leachate is generated, leachate is
Ground Water Quality collected through sanitary methods

in the landfills

|Community Water Supply

. Disturbed features of the area . Improvement of the aesthetic
Aesthetics features

* Occupies large areas for illegal * Open areas will be used as parks,
Landscaping dumping recreational areas or green areas

. . Higher cost due to transportation of

Socio-economic wastes to Gaza landfill

. The disturbed features do not * Community will leani how to keep
Cultura andHeritaencourage the people to work their environment clean and niccCultural and Heritage seriously for environmental

protectioni

. Negative impacts on water will * Protect the people from the
Public Health cause health impacts infectious diseases resulting from

waste composting

0* The impacts will be miiinized if the
Workers Health and Safety workers follow the safety

instructions

| | Engineerinig & Managemelniit
g-rr Consultinig Center
I rNCCO Al111C t-l5
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EMSRP Annex-/1 Audited ProIects

Environmental Auditing (7)

Project Name Reconstruction of Al Bcrch - Bear Zeit Street

Sector . Roads

Location . Al Bereh

Project . MIDP-1I_ -

Project Description

The road is one of the main roads in the west bank, it connects Bear Zeit Governorate with
Ramallah Governorate, and it is the access road from Bear Zeit city to Bear Zeit University.
This road was damaged and excavated by the Israeli Army. The damage cause failure in the

pavement, leveling and water pipes in the street. Water pipes supply the villages of Sarda,
Abu Qash and Beir Zeit City.

The works involved reconstruction of about 1.5km roads and repair of the main water supply
line.

The project includes the following components:

* Excavation

* Base coarse works

* Asphalt works

* Removing of damaged water pipes

* Installation of new water pipes.

Project Objectives

* Improve safety conditions and level of services

* Improve reliability of travel, road capacity and accessibility.

* Insure adequate water supply for the people.

jAj. Engineering & Managemlenlt
1 Conlsultinig Center
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EMSRP Annex-11 Audited ProIects

Environmental Im act
Com ponents Before Construction Post-construction

. Dust pollution * Less dust and air pollutanlts
Air Quality . I-ligih concentration of toxic

exihausts of the vehicles

. More noise of vehicle engines * Less noise problems
Noise Reduction through the unleveled road

. Flooding of polluted storm water * No mud and less pollution of water
Ground Water Quality and wastewater

* Damage of water network and no * Improvinig the quantity and quality
Community Water Supply another source of water for the of water

area

a Disturbed features of the area * Improvement of the aestheltic
Aesthetics features

. Traffic concentration will be . Traffic will be distributed as planned
Landscaping transferred to other streets causing for the towni access roads

traffic congestions

. Continuotis maintenance works * Less maintenance works
Socio-economic * Difficulties of tratnsportation * Facilitate the accessibility to thc

between villages hospitals and clinics
. Creation of job opportunities

. The roads is the access to Bear * Community will learn how to keep
Cultural andHeritageZeit University, it is difficult for their environment clean and nice

Cultural and Heritage students to reach their university . Improve the accessibility to the
educational facilities

. Negative impacts on respiratory * Improve the accessibility to
Public Health system hospitals and clinics

. The impacts will be mnainimzed if
Workers Health and Safety the workers follow the safety

instructions

C^ Enggineerii g & Managemcnt
Coisultinig Center
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